Set sail the Virgin way

Think you know cruising? Think again.

Virgin by the numbers:
60+ Virgin companies
70K Virgin employees
35 countries
53M Virgin customers
40M social media followers
(A few) of our awards:
Virgin Hotels

#1 Hotel In The U.S.
Condé Nast Traveler Reader’s Choice Awards

Virgin America

Best North American Airline
(9 years in a row)
Condé Nast Traveler

Virgin Atlantic

Best Major Airline
TripAdvisor Travelers’ Choice Awards 2019

Virgin Australia

World’s Best Cabin Crew
(3 years in a row)
AirlineRatings.com

Making ordinary
experiences...
extraordinary
For the last 50 years, our vibrant spirit of
entrepreneurship and drive to change the status quo has
allowed us to become an international brand, known
and loved for our customer focus and brilliant service.
What started from Richard’s love of music with Virgin
Records has transformed into a passion for redefining
and elevating human experiences. From Virgin America
being awarded best North American airline 9 years in
a row to Virgin Hotels winning best hotel in the U.S by
Condé Nast Traveler, we’ve set out to create exceptional
businesses built around changing business for good.
We delivered a breath of fresh air(line) with Virgin
America, made everyone better off with Virgin Money,
and are proving that not even the sky is the limit with
Virgin Galactic.
And now with our newest company, we’re
setting sail the Virgin way.

ADULTS ONLY

20+ EATERIES

No kids, no kidding. But your
inner-child is welcome.

Unique spaces, diverse options
and carefully crafted menus.

ENTERTAINMENT

VITAMIN SEA

Original programming and
groundbreaking acts.

EPIC DESIGN

Elegant aesthetics and
clever cabin technology.

A proper dose of wellness
— your way.

DESTINATIONS
Late stays, overnights
and bonfire soirées.

“Virgin Voyages’
Cruise Ship Is
Designed Like a
Boutique Hotel”

“Richard Branson Reveals How
His New Adults-Only Cruise Line,
Virgin Voyages, Will Turn The Cruise
Industry Upside Down”

—THRILLIST

—BUSINESS INSIDER

A yachtinspired
boutique
hotel at sea
Inspired by the modern luxury of yachting and the
romance of the open ocean, we’ve created our very
own boutique hotel at sea — with no kids, no ordinary
experiences and no reason to stay home.
Taking cues from the best international cities, we’ve
created a getaway at sea with the perfect balance of
uptown meets downtown — where paths diverge and
choice is an artistic part of the journey. Combining the
warmth and luxury of a yacht with the endless options
of a much larger ship, we’ve designed an elevated
and intimate environment that inspires personal and
experiential connection.

“Richard Branson’s
Virgin Voyages
Will Have the
Coolest Suites at Sea”

“We Can’t Handle
How Good
The Food Will Be
on Virgin Voyages”

—MSN

—CONDÉ NAST TRAVELER

Vibrant conversation over homemade pasta and
(multiple) bottles of Chianti. Immersive performances
with (elaborate) circus twists. A fitness class you’d
never dream of taking (and conquering) back home.
Champagne delivered right to you and your new
friends with the shake of the app (seriously). Our
experiences aim to connect you — to people, places,
and (seafaring) paths you never thought to wander.

Expert Advisory Group
Our health and safety measures have been put in place by our
Voyage Well Expert Advisory Group consisting of AtmosAir,
EcoLab, Dr. Heymann at Vikand, Global Public Health
Services, and close collaboration with the CDC as well as
frequent reviews of WHO best practices and guidelines.
A new wave of
health measures
before we set sail

For the last few months, we’ve been hard
at work creating a new set of health
measures so you can get back to those
quiet, sun-on-your face moments spent
out at sea. We got into sea travel with
the goal of redefining it, so even though
the circumstances have changed, we’re
committed to innovating and creating an
even safer sailing experience.
From our ambitious goals for redefining
health measures at sea, to our new
industry-leading partnerships — we want
you to know what you can expect before,
during, and after your voyage.
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BEFORE WE SAIL

THE CLEAN SCENE

A (LITERAL) BREATH OF CLEAN AIR

KEEPING IT SOCIAL (BUT DISTANT)

(STILL) NO BUFFETS

AT OUR DESTINATIONS

OUR CREW

AFTER WE SAIL

Implementing additional, frequent pre-boarding health
checks and screenings, installing Thermal Camera technology
to monitor temperatures at the terminal and on board, and
fogging every single item that goes on our ships.

Installing the latest technology from AtmosAir Solutions
— an air filtration system that kills 99.9% of viruses. We
treat 100% of the air on board, which is the first of its
kind in the industry.

Never had them, never will. No large dining halls, just
individual eateries — food is only prepared when it’s ordered.
And for ShipEats, our onboard delivery service, we offer
contactless drop-off and pick up.

Conducting routine temperature checks and testing for COVID-19
for our Crew, education on best practices for COVID-19-specific
cleaning, and requiring gloves and frequent hand washing for
high risk areas of contamination.

Incorporating the latest heightened hygiene initiatives for
COVID-19; sanitizing dispensers in every public space, touchless
faucets, increased hygiene signage, and leveraging hospital
grade EPA registered disinfectants from EcoLab.

Reducing our overall ship capacity for our start-up sailing period,
creating more distance between groups at our spaces, and
leveraging our already-digital experience to limit contact — from
virtual queues and service chats to The Band (for no-touch payment).

Managing the arrival/disembarkation times at the port
terminals, so that physical distancing is possible. For Shore
Things and at The Beach Club at Bimini, we only suggest
activities that meet our health standards on the ship.

Aiming to set up a post-voyage notification process so
Sailors and Crew can inform us if they become unwell, and
contacting anyone who may have come into close contact
so you can arrange any necessary follow-ups or care.

We might be new
to the water, but
Virgin Voyages
is making a
(big) splash.
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What’s
on deck

The very best of the most electric
international cities… sailing the Seven Seas.

FAIR AND FLEXIBLE
WE WANT YOU TO FEEL CONFIDENT ABOUT MAKING
PLANS, WHILE KNOWING THAT IF ANYTHING
CHANGES, WE’RE ALWAYS ON YOUR SIDE. SO FOR
SAILINGS THROUGH DECEMBER 16TH, 2020, WE’RE
MOVING FINAL PAYMENT DATES TO 60 DAYS (FROM
120 DAYS) BEFORE YOU SAIL, AND YOU CAN CANCEL
UP TO 48 HOURS BEFORE YOUR VOYAGE AND
RECEIVE A 100% FUTURE VOYAGE CREDIT.

Making
the sea
fairer
We promise simple, transparent pricing and
more for your money. No nickel and diming.
No hidden fees. No surprises or sticker shock.
And if you have to pay extra for something, we
make sure it comes with extraordinary value.
Trust us, we’re splurge-worthy.

Get all of this included... ‘On Us’
No hidden fees. No surprises.

ALL FOOD INCLUDED

TIPS INCLUDED

WIFI INCLUDED

From refined dining to relaxed casual,
any and all of our 20+ eateries are
yours to enjoy on us.

We’ve taken care (of taking care) of your
servers, so we cover the gratuities for all
your onboard experiences.

Browse, post, and stay connected
with wifi — whenever you want, and
wherever you are on the ship.

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

GROUP WORKOUTS INCLUDED

BASIC BEVVIES INCLUDED

Our past and personality join forces to
bring you immersive shows and original
programming that constantly delight you.

Yoga, meditation, cycling, HIIT classes
and more — all your group fitness
classes are covered.

Stay hydrated with still and sparkling
water, non-pressed juices, sodas, teas
and even drip coffee.
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20+ EATERIES ON US

NO BUFFETS OR BIG DINING HALLS
With unique spaces and diverse options, we’ve
ditched the one-big-dining-hall experience
and said goodbye to buffets.

Whether you’re craving a late-night snack from our noodle
bar, a slice of pizza, or a burger at our 24/7 diner — your
schedule doesn’t stop, so neither will ours.

MADE-TO-ORDER

FRESH IS BEST

MICHELIN-STARRED CHEFS

From steakhouses and Korean BBQ to drag brunches
and an international food market, any and all eateries
are on us — with a bar in every specialty spot.

Every eatery has its own kitchen and an
executive chef — and all our food is fresh and
made-to-order, never mass produced.
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Balance is key, so we offer vegan and
gluten-free options — always created
from the freshest ingredients.

LATE-NIGHT BITES

World-class Chefs like Brad Farmerie (of PUBLIC in NYC)
and Sohui Kim (of The Good Fork and Insa in NYC) are
a few of the names behind our incredible menus.

THE WAKE
STEAK AND SEAFOOD

THE WAKE

STEAK AND SEAFOOD

RAZZLE DAZZLE

PINK AGAVE
UPSCALE MEXICAN

VEGETARIAN-FORWARD

THE TEST KITCHEN

COOKING LAB AND RESTAURANT

GUNBAE

LIVELY KOREAN BBQ

PINK AGAVE

UPSCALE MEXICAN

THE DOCK

MEZZE LOUNGE

Food,
glorious
food
In partnering with famed restaurateurs and
Michelin-Starred chefs from NYC, we’ve
ditched buffets and pre-set dining times to
bring you made-to-order food and leisurely
brunches from our 20+ unique eateries —
with a bar in every specialty one. All the food
is ‘On Us’ — meaning no exclusive spots you
have to pay to get into.
Pairing fresh ingredients and vibrant flavors
with ever-evolving ways to experience food,
we’ve elevated and diversified our menus
while minimizing waste by only cooking
what’s been ordered. It’s a win for your
stomach and a win for the planet.

THE DOCK HOUSE

CASUAL MEDITERRANEAN

EXTRA VIRGIN

ELEVATED ITALIAN

THE PIZZA PLACE

FRESH-MADE-TO-ORDER

BENTO BABY

JAPANESE CUISINE

WELL BREAD

PASTRIES AND FLATBREADS

THE TEST KITCHEN
COOKING LAB AND
RESTAURANT

GUNBAE
LIVELY KOREAN BBQ

THE DAILY MIX
HEALTHY DISHES

SUN CLUB CAFE

HAWAIIAN POKÉ BOWLS

POP STAR

POPSICLE SHOP

THE TACO SHOP
TACO STAND

THE SWEET SIDE

PASTRIES AND DESSERTS

NOODLE AROUND

MISO AND TONKATSU RAMEN

HOT OFF THE PRESS

SANDWICHES AND TOASTIES

DINER & DASH

24-HOUR CLASSIC AMERICAN

BURGER BAR

EVERY KIND OF BURGER

GROUNDS CLUB

THOUGHTFULLY SOURCED COFFEE

Let us
entertain you

ANOTHER ROSE
PRODUCED BY RANDY WEINER

Doomed love, acrobatics, and a dinner
party you’ll never forget — it’s an immersive
theatrical spectacle that tells the tale of a
life lived without inhibitions.

UNTITLED
DANCESHOWPARTYTHING
CREATED BY SAM PINKLETON & ANI TAJ

This hype music-video-meets-club-scene
is an absurdist dance party… with a dash
of old-fashioned showbiz flair. Grab a
drink and stay in the (un)moment of it all.

Swapping classic Broadway productions for exhilarating,
contemporary and immersive entertainment, you have the
opportunity to choose from a festival-like lineup of shows and
happenings. Our shows have been developed by the world’s
most-talked about producers, directors, choreographers and
artists… who happen to be members of our Creative Collective.

DUEL REALITY
CREATED BY THE 7 FINGERS

Our fast-paced retelling of Romeo and
Juliet — with an elaborate circus twist.
Watch as two groups grapple with the
desire to rise above one another through
graceful and death-defying acts.

RANDY WEINER
PRODUCER

SAM AND ANI
PRODUCERS

From Randy Weiner to The 7 Fingers company, our Creative
Collective was inspired by shows that push boundaries and
explore untold stories — like Sleep No More and Queen of the
Night — creating experiences that transform and inspire you.

PHANTOM FOLKTALES
CREATED BY PIGPEN THEATRE CO

Our collection of song driven micro-plays
and ethereal moments that happen
throughout the ship that seemingly appear
out of thin air... and then disappear...
just as quickly as they came.

SHIPS IN THE NIGHT
CREATED BY THE 7 FINGERS

Through the use of ethereal technology
and electrifying choreography, this
edgy and beautiful production explores
the significance (or insignificance)
of incidental connection while on our
own personal journeys.

THE RED ROOM
LIVE PERFORMANCE SPACE

NEVER SLEEP ALONE
PRODUCED BY ROSLYN HART
& ALFREDO GUENZANI

Resident sexologist, Dr. A, dispenses her
unique brand of fearless and playful
advice in this interactive, late-night
cabaret that puts you at the helm of your
sexual destiny. It’s not for the faint of heart.

THE MANOR
ALLURING NIGHTCLUB

THE RED ROOM

CREATIVE COLLECTIVE

Designed by renowned theater design consultants
Auerbach Pollock Friedlander, our largerthan-life entertainment space is the first-ever
transformational, multi-form theater at sea.

Comprising award-winning producers,
directors, choreographers and artists,
our Creative Collective is putting on
first-to-sea (and land!) shows.

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES

SERENDIPITY ALL AROUND

Never-before-seen stage productions that
break the fourth wall and blur the line
between audience and performer.

Unexpected pop-up performances and celestial
moments under the stars, the ship is drenched in
delightful happenings at every turn.

LET A DJ SAVE YOU

With our Voyage Vinyl record shop,
sailings that feature up-and-coming acts
and On Deck Sailings with celebrity acts,
DJs are at the fiber of our artistic being.

SCARLET NIGHT

Produced by Randy Weiner, it’s the epic night where the
entire ship is transformed into a menagerie of delights
and euphoric exaltation. Wear red and get ready.
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FITNESS CLASSES INCLUDED

THE ATHLETIC CLUB

From barre and bungee to cycling and
vinyasa flows — all group fitness classes
are free for everyone.

From deep-tissue massages and hi-tech
facials to a mudroom and hammam with a
view — we call it Redemption for a reason.

Our outdoor fitness club comes complete with
a boxing ring, training zone and unparalleled
views of the sun-kissed horizon.

THE JUICERY PROGRAM

ROOFTOP SUNRISE YOGA

THE RUNWAY

We’ve got pressed juices, smoothies, shakes,
tonics and elixirs to help combat any of the
more... indulgent decisions you might be
making on board.
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REDEMPTION SPA

Every day starts with sundrenched tree poses at
The Perch (our outdoor yoga and meditation space)
or take savasana with views of the rising sun from
inside at B-Complex Gym.

Our signature, Virgin-red running track
forms a halo-like vision over the ship —
allowing you to sweat, stroll or strut under
the sun (or moon, if you so choose).

A dose of
vitamin sea

B-COMPLEX GYM

BUILD, BURN AND BIKE
B-COMPLEX
BUILD STUDIO

THE RUNWAY

OUTDOOR JOGGING TRACK

TRAINING CAMP

GROUP FITNESS AREA

For the ‘do nothings,’ the ‘do somethings’ and the ‘do
everythings,’ our approach to well-being is to do whatever
works best for you. With free group workouts and outdoor
fitness spaces (the first of its kind on the open ocean),
we’re redefining how to take care of yourself at sea.

THE PERCH

OUTDOOR YOGA

REDEMPTION
SPA

At Redemption Spa, our haven of tranquility and selfpreservation, you can melt away in the mudroom, detox
in the salt room, or float in the wellness pools until you’ve
stopped aging entirely*.
*Okay, we haven’t figured out how to stop the aging process. But we’re
working on it and we’re confident we’re close. We’ve gone to space, after all.

TRAINING CAMP
REDEMPTION SPA

HYDROTHERAPY POOL
MUD ROOM
SALT ROOM
COLD PLUNGE POOLS
QUARTZ BEDS
...AND MORE

B-COMPLEX
BALANCE STUDIO

REDEMPTION SPA
SAUNA

THE ATHLETIC CLUB
FITNESS HAVEN

GYM & TONIC

WELL-BEING ZONE
AND JUICE BAR

THE DAILY MIX

HEALTHY DISHES

THE CABANAS

PRIVATE HIDEAWAYS

THE SUN CLUB

SUN WORSHIP SANCTUARY

THE TUNE UP

MANI-PEDI & MEDI SPA

DRY DOCK

SALON AND STUDIO

STUBBLE & GROOM

GENTLEMEN’S BARBERSHOP

Sustainability
at sea
We recognize how fortunate we are, and in doing so, we recognize
the obligation we have to do better for our Sailors, our Crew,
our partners, our communities and the oceans we sail. We’re allhands-on-deck when it comes to supporting and sustaining the
environment, to lessen our impact and to make sure the world is
here for us all to enjoy for a long time to come.
Our greatest goal is for you to have the best time on board
while doing the most to lessen our footprint. So to do that, we’ve
embedded sustainability efforts deeply into both our operations
and into the Sailor experience itself. Through pioneering innovative
and sustainable technologies, banning unnecessary single-use
plastics and thoughtfully sourcing food and retail merchandise —
we’re creating an experience that balances the duality of enjoying
the earth, while also preserving it.

We’re Creating
An Epic Sea Change for All:
By securing a healthy future for our ocean.
By delivering transformational life experiences.
By building positive entrepreneurial relationships.
By providing a caring and generous place to work.
By developing open and rewarding partnerships.

CARBON NEUTRAL FROM DAY 1

Our ships are carbon neutral for direct emissions
through the purchase of carbon offsets — making
us the very first cruise line to commit to this initiative
from our first moments at sea.

POWERFUL STUFF

We’re pioneering innovative technologies
that transform heat from the ship’s engines
into clean energy, and purify wastewater so
that it’s even clean enough to drink.

GREEN & ULTRA-EFFICIENT TECH

THOUGHTFUL RETAIL

PLASTIC AIN’T FANTASTIC

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

From hammocks that empower women to
up-cycled ocean plastic sunglasses, we are making
a positive impact for people and the planet.

Unnecessary single-use plastics — including straws,
water bottles, shopping bags, food packaging, stirrers
and takeaway cups — are banned from our ship.

Tinted windows, LED lighting, and eco-mode
room sensors are just a few of the design choices
we’ve made that help our ship to use less energy
and minimize our carbon footprint.

From eliminating buffets to serving sustainable
seafood and direct trade coffee, we’re reducing
waste and sourcing responsibly.
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Modern, yachtinspired aesthetic
and clever cabin
technology make
for more than just a
space to live (or sleep).

2
Home
while away
Where the magic happens.

XL SEA TERRACE
265 SQ FT
SEA TERRACE
225 SQ FT
SEA VIEW
130-190 SQ FT
INSIDER
105-177 SQ FT
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Roomy Rainshower

Terrace Hammock

Gorgeous space to rinse off
and unwind from the day’s
(and night’s) activities.

Hand-woven by mothers in Thailand,
they’re as comfy as they are good
for the world.

Mood Lighting

Red Flower

Transforming cabin
technology that allows
the lighting to fit your
ever-changing mood.

Shower products and amenities
with natural ingredients that
promote health and
environmental consciousness.

Large Flat-Screen HDTV

Glam Area

For mornings meant for recovery
and catching up on all of your
favorites shows.

Because there’s nothing more
important than having space
to get gorgeous.

GLAM AREA

SEA TERRACE

THE SEA TERRACE
SLEEP MODE

THE SEA VIEW
DAY MODE

THE SEA TERRACE
DAY MODE

Clever
cabins

ROOMY
RAINSHOWER

YOUR CABIN, YOUR WAY
TRANSFORM YOUR ROOM
AT THE TOUCH OF A
BUTTON. AWARD-WINNING
WALTER KNOLL, WHO’S
DESIGNED THOUGHTFUL
AND SUSTAINABLE
FURNITURE FOR OVER 150
YEARS, IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR OUR TRANSFORMATIVE
SEABED. GO FROM AN
OVERSIZED SOFA DURING
THE DAY TO A PLUSH
BED AT NIGHT, AND LET
OUR CABINS CHANGE
TO FIT YOUR EVERCHANGING MOOD.

Whether you’re getting ready inside at
the glam area, rinsing off in your Roomy
Rainshower or relaxing outside on your
hand-woven terrace hammock, our
spaces are designed to give you sweeping
views of the horizon as our mood lighting
intuitively matches the light from the
oncoming sunset.
GLAM AREA

Suite dreams
are made of this
RockStar Quarters are where luxury yachting meets rock and
roll royalty. Accents of brass and slabs of marble guide you to
spacious stargazing terraces, and every detail of these suites
serves to celebrate the romance of the open ocean.

SWEET AFT SUITE
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BRILLIANT SUITE
CHEEKY CORNER SUITE
SERIOUSLY SUITE
SWEET AFT SUITE

482 SQ FT
615-848 SQ FT
354 SQ FT
416-661 SQ FT

Our suites were conceptualized by world-renowned designer,
Tom Dixon — describing Grace Jones as the muse for these
gorgeous suites. With exclusive access throughout the ship,
private transfers, RockStar Agents and incredible amenities —
when you’re a RockStar, there’s no part of the ship that isn’t yours.

As a RockStar Sailor, you also
unlock access to Richard’s
Rooftop; the exclusive deck
where elegance meets
exuberance. A spacious,
lavish and members-only
outdoor space for stargazing
parties and pre-dinner
cocktail hours for you and
the other RockStars.

RICHARD’S ROOFTOP

CHEEKY CORNER SUITE

ROCKSTAR LIVING COMES WITH...

GLAM STATION

CHEEKY CORNER SUITE

FULLY STOCKED
IN-ROOM BAR

Richard’s Rooftop access

Select beverages on us

RockStar status unlocks our
members-only sundeck filled with
panoramic ocean views, lavish
cocktail hours and late-night parties
under the stars.

Choose from a selection of
drink options for the bar in your
suite, so you can sip while gazing
out at the sea on your terrace
as soon as you arrive.

Early booking
& priority access

RockStar
Agents

Be the first to book and get prime
access to our eateries, events, or
experiences — any and all of our
onboard and offshore experiences.

24/7 access to our team of RockStar
Agents ready to satisfy any and all of
your needs and wants — before you
even step aboard the ship.
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ALL THE ROCKSTAR PERKS, PLUS...

Premium wifi

Bottomless in-room bar

With premium wifi, you can stream
from all your devices and enjoy inroom, on demand entertainment. If
you can dream it, we can stream it.

Never run out of your favorite drink,
or any of the makings for your favorite
cocktail — with the bottomless bar of
your dreams inside your suite.

MASSIVE SUITE
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Daily bar tab

Daily spa access

Revel in exclusive access to
complimentary drinks and bottles
of wine around the ship with a
daily bar tab (with reasonable
limits, of course).

Complimentary access to the Thermal
Suite in Redemption Spa — with a
sauna, mud, salt, and steam rooms,
hot and cold plunge pools, and
marble hammam benches.

Private transfer

Dedicated RockStar Agent

All Mega RockStars get a private
transfer to whisk you to and from
our ship, at any home port in the
world — so that treating yourself
starts (and ends) beyond the sail.

You’ll have a RockStar Agent
personally dedicated to
you. So no matter the ask,
you’ve got an agent at your
(RockStar) service.

GORGEOUS SUITE

It doesn’t get any
suite-er than this

2
2
2
9

MASSIVE SUITE
FAB SUITE
POSH SUITE
GORGEOUS SUITE

The most exclusive, top-tier luxury living on board comes with booking one
of the Mega RockStar Quarters — granting you prime access, 24/7 dedicated
agent attention, and daily perks like a bar tab and full use of the Thermal Suite in
Redemption Spa. Our Tom Dixon-designed suites boast large marbled bathrooms
with Peek-a-Boo showers, hand-woven terrace hammocks and outdoor Peek-aView showers for when rinsing off requires a little help from the moonlight.
And if you book the aptly named Massive Suite, you’ll be able to enjoy our
specially-designed table for dancing — with steps built in for easy-grooving
access. Afterwards, you can relax with a little me-time in your personal hot tub
while still keeping your eyes on the waves.

FAB SUITE

PEEK-A-VIEW SHOWER
ON THE TERRACE

MASSIVE SUITE TERRACE

RICHARD’S ROOFTOP

2,147 SQ FT
950 SQ FT
833 SQ FT
570 SQ FT

Watercolor skies and
lapping waves. An
exclusive beach club.
Unexplored trails and
back-alley bars. We’ve
got a path, and a port
— for any kind of
wanderlust.

3
Dazzling
destinations
Sides of places, and yourself,
you’ve yet to see.

The captivating
Caribbean
Sunlit mornings and effervescent
nights. Kaleidoscopic reefs and
bioluminescent bays. Exclusive beach
clubs and epic bonfire goodbyes.

We’ve selected the most incredible
destinations in the Caribbean to
satisfy every part of yourself and all
your exploratory cravings. And by
curating itineraries with late stays,
we’ll show you the real people and
real experiences that make each
port so special.
Costa Maya
have this dance?
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PUERTO PLATA,
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

KEY WEST, USA

TULUM
VIA COZUMEL, MEXICO

SAN JUAN,
PUERTO RICO

BIMINI, BAHAMAS

COSTA MAYA, MEXICO

Caribbean itineraries
4-Night

5-Night

5-Night

5-Night

7-Night

7-Night

Fire and Sunset
Soirées

Dominican
Daze

Mayan Sol

Riviera Maya

Relaxing beach hangs and tropical
exploration in this charming
Dominican city.

Kaleidoscopic reefs and sundrenched mezcal tastings —
just a stone’s throw away from
effortlessly cool Tulum.

New Year’s
Ahoy

Painted skies in the Florida Keys and
an epic late-night bonfire soirée on the
beach in Bimini.

Experience the cultural history of
the Mexican coast biking through
beachside fishing villages and
exploring ancient ruins.

Holidaze
and Nights
Sailing over the holidays to Puerto
Plata with a late-night in San Juan
and stop in Bimini.

Sailing over the New Year to Puerto
Plata with a late-night in San Juan
and stop in Bimini.
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The Beach Club
at Bimini
All of our Caribbean itineraries
stop at our exclusive beach club
experience in the Bahamas,
The Beach Club at Bimini. It’s a
stunning collision of restoration
and exploration — with the luxury
of St. Tropez, the raw beauty of
the Maldives and the energy of
Ibiza. And at the end of the night,
we say our goodbyes with a
bonfire bash under the stars.
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Bimini can be
whatever you want
it to be — but if we
can emphasize
anything, it’s to not
miss our signature
bonfire soirée.

We

Bimini

See-through water and sandy white
shores punctuate this geographically
poetic port. Besides having access to the
island’s incredible biodiversity in marine
life, boating, snorkeling and even historic
shipwreck diving, you’ll have exclusive
access to The Beach Club at Bimini — Virgin
Voyages’ exclusive beach club experience.
Mornings at The Beach Club at Bimini begin
with yoga and meditation, and the energy
at the club gradually amplifies as the day
progresses. From DJ-led pool and floatilla
parties to fresh food and bevs in your cabana,
your day in Bimini can be as restorative or as
invigorating as you want it to be. Our club is
explicitly designed to answer whatever your
specific mood is calling for.
The day (and night) spent in Bimini
culminates with a beach bonfire to close
out the experience with an awe-inspiring
musical performance and beach ritual.
Bimini can be whatever you want it to be —
but if we can emphasize anything, it’s to not
miss our signature bonfire soirée.

Summers on
the Med
Pristine beaches and medieval castles.

Panoramic hikes and cascading
hilltops filled with sun-bleached and
pastel-colored homes. Electric nights

in Ibiza and summer evenings sipping
Tuscan wine.

We’re setting sail through the
Mediterranean Sea to some of
Europe’s most iconic ports. Full

of itineraries with late stays and
overnights, we bring you the perfect
dose of historical exploration, cultural
celebration and ultimate relaxation.
Cinque Terre
stars
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BARCELONA, SPAIN

TOULON, FRANCE

SARDINIA, ITALY

MONTE CARLO, MONACO

IBIZA, SPAIN

MARSEILLE, FRANCE

Mediterranean itineraries
7-Night

7-Night

7-Night

The Irresistible Med

French Daze
and Ibiza Nights

Spanish Obsession

A fabulous sampling of the Med from the French Riviera,
Tuscany, the islands of Corsica and Sardinia.

S		

6 PM

A marvelous mix of the Med from Monte Carlo
and Marseille to Sardinia and Ibiza.

Selections of Spain from Barcelona to the island
of Mallorca before Málaga and Ibiza.

Barcelona

S		

6 PM

Barcelona

S		

6 PM

M 8 :30AM 6 PM

Toulon

M 8AM

8 PM

Marseille

M 8AM

6 PM

T

Monte Carlo Overnight

T

8 PM

Marina di Carrara

T

W 8AM

6 PM

Ajaccio

W		

2PM

Monte Carlo

W		

10 PM Málaga

T

9AM

6 PM

Cagliari

T

8AM

6 PM

Olbia

T

8AM

8 PM

F

6 PM		

Ibiza Overnight

F

7PM		

Ibiza Overnight

F

7PM		

Ibiza

S		

Ibiza

S		

Barcelona, check out @11AM

S

Barcelona, check out @11AM

S

S

6 PM

6 :30AM		

6 PM

6 :30AM		

4 :30PM		

Palma de Mallorca

8AM

S		

8AM		

Barcelona

6 PM

6 :30AM		

Málaga Overnight
Gibraltar
Ibiza Overnight
Ibiza
Barcelona, check out @11AM

‘ON US’
INCLUSIVES

MEGA ROCKSTAR QUARTERS

CABIN
BATHROOM
BALCONY
ROCKSTAR LIVING

SEA TERRACE

SEA VIEW

INSIDER

CHEEKY
CORNER
SUITE

SERIOUSLY
SUITE

SWEET AFT
SUITE

XL SEA
TERRACE

CENTRAL
SEA
TERRACE

THE SEA
TERRACE

LTD VIEW
SEA
TERRACE

SOLO SEA
VIEW

THE SEA
VIEW

SOLO
INSIDER

THE
INSIDER

SOCIAL
INSIDER
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

MASSIVE
SUITE

FAB
SUITE

POSH
SUITE

ALL FOOD INCLUDED

✓

✓

✓

✓

UNLIMITED WIFI

✓

✓

✓

ALL GRATUITIES

✓

✓

✓

BASIC BEVERAGES

✓

✓

GROUP FITNESS CLASSES

✓

✓

BED TYPE

MEGA ROCKSTAR LIVING

ROCKSTAR QUARTERS

GORGEOUS BRILLIANT
SUITE
SUITE

SEABED

SEABED

SEABED

SEABED

SINGLE

SEABED

SINGLE

SEABED

4 SINGLES

SENSORY MOOD LIGHTING

EURO KING EURO KING EURO KING EURO KING EURO KING EURO KING EURO KING EURO KING
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

GLAM AREA

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

MUSIC
& LIVING
ROOM

LIVING
ROOM

LIVING
ROOM

LOUNGE
AREA

LOUNGE
AREA

LOUNGE
AREA

LOUNGE
AREA

LOUNGE
AREA

XL BATHROOM

WINDOW
SEAT

WINDOW
SEAT

XL BED

ROOMY RAIN SHOWER

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, BODYWASH

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

LARGE MARBLE BATHROOM

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

PLUSH ROBES

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

BALCONY WITH TERRACE HAMMOCK

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

BALCONY CHAMPAGNE TABLE

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

BALCONY PEEK-A-VIEW SHOWER

✓

✓

✓

✓

24/7 ROCKSTAR AGENT SERVICE

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

CHOOSE FROM A SELECTION OF DRINK
OPTIONS FOR YOUR IN-ROOM BAR, ON US

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

ACCESS TO RICHARD’S ROOFTOP

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

EARLY BOOKING AND PRIORITY ACCESS TO
BOOKABLE EXPERIENCES

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

VIP TERMINAL ENTRANCE

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

LOCATED AT THE CENTER OF EVERYTHING —
ON DECK 15

✓

✓

✓

✓

PRIVATE TRANSFER TO AND FROM THE SHIP

✓

✓

✓

✓

BOTTOMLESS IN-ROOM BAR

✓

✓

✓

✓

COMPLIMENTARY DRINKS AROUND THE SHIP
WITH YOUR DAILY BAR TAB

✓

✓

✓

✓

DAILY ACCESS TO THE THERMAL SUITE AT
REDEMPTION SPA

✓

✓

✓

✓

PREMIUM WIFI

✓

✓

✓

✓

A DEDICATED ROCKSTAR AGENT AT YOUR
SERVICE

✓

✓

✓

✓

PEEK-A-VIEW OUTDOOR SHOWER

✓

✓

✓

✓

GAME
CONSOLE

ROCKSTAR QUARTERS

CABINS

MASSIVE SUITE

FAB SUITE

POSH SUITE

GORGEOUS SUITE

XL SEA TERRACE

CENTRAL SEA TERRACE

THE SEA TERRACE

LTD VIEW SEA TERRACE

LOCATION

15 | FWD

15 | FWD

15 | FWD

15 | FWD

8 - 14 | FWD

8 - 14 | MID

8 - 14 | FWD, AFT

8 | FWD, MID, AFT

OCCUPANCY

Up to 4

Up to 4

Up to 4

Up to 4

Up to 3

Up to 3

Up to 4

Up to 4
78

FLOORPLAN

QUANTITY

2

2

2

9

112

524

416

ACCESSIBLE QTY

0

0

0

1

2

20

0

0

INTERIOR SQ FT

830

689

572

396

225

185

185

185

TERRACE SQ FT

1317

261

261

174

40

40

40

40

BRILLIANT SUITE

CHEEKY CORNER SUITE

SERIOUSLY SUITE

SWEET AFT SUITE

SOLO SEA VIEW

THE SEA VIEW

SOLO INSIDER

THE INSIDER

SOCIAL INSIDER

LOCATION

14 | MID

8 - 14 | AFT

12 | MID

8 - 14 | AFT

9, 12 | FWD

5, 9 - 12 | FWD, MID

5, 8, 11 - 14 | MID

5,9-14 | FWD, MID, AFT

5 | MID

OCCUPANCY

FLOORPLAN

Up to 4

Up to 2

Up to 2

Up to 2

1

Up to 3

1

Up to 3

Up to 4

QUANTITY

18

14

24

7

6

89

40

55

10

ACCESSIBLE QTY

0

0

1

0

0

3

0

2

0

INTERIOR SQ FT

396

311

284

236

130

190

105

177

177

TERRACE SQ FT

86

304-537

68

180-425

